
CIVILIAN SAUCER INTELLIGENCE OF NH«J YORK

Meeting Friday, March 25, 19!?!?

"LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS ?"

If you believe that the UFO's come from other planets, you should

know what those planets are like and what kind of life, if any, is possible

there.

This absorbing question will be discussed at the March meeting of CSI,

on the basis of the most up-to-date information, by Mrs. Mary Warren Schiff-

mann of the Amateur Astronomers Association of New York City, hrs. Schiff-

mann is Chairman of the AM seminar discussion class, "Recent Advances in

Astronomy."

She will describe the planets of our own solar system and their moons,

and will discuss why astronomers think there may be planets around other,

more distant, stars.

Friday, March 25, 1955 - 8:30 p.m. - PLEASE BE PR011PT

Stemway Hall, 113 West 57 Street, 6th floor

Admission: CSI members - 25 cents

Non-members - $1.00 plus tax

A summary of Mr. Victor's talk of February 28 is attached for all CSI mem

bers. Non-members who wish to obtain a copy may do so by mailing ten cents to:

Marty Meyerson, Secretary-Treasurer

67-90 Groton Street

Forest Hills, Long Island



/ March 13,

CIVILIAN SAUCTO INTELLIGENCE OF NEW YORK

Summary of Meeting February 28, 1955

The meeting was called to order at 9 p.nu by Yeaman Condict, Manhatten repre

sentative of CSI. Marty Meyerson, Secretary-Treasurer, then introduced the speaker

of the evening, Mr. Richard Victor, Field Service Representative, Electronics Div

ision of CurtissWright Corporation. Mr. Victor emphasized that the views, opinions,

and theories to be expressed in his talk were entirely his own, and did not reflect

in any way the opinions of Curtiss Ttfright.

Mr, Victor's background includes, besides work in radar and other electronic

fields, eight and one-half years of flying experience as crewman in large bombers,

dive bombers, and pursuit planes. He answered a number of questions about the "foo

fighters" observed both in the European and the Japanese war theatres, and fully

confirmed their behavior as reported in a number of books and articles on UFO's.

He described them as "little^ silvery balls that seemed to have bubbles in them."

In Europe they were sighted, between 19U3 and 19U5, on almost every London-Germany

flight, and "they gave the pilots quite a lot of trouble" - flying around our planes,

around the wings, in front of the props. Fliers tried frequently to outspeed them,

even putting their planes into dives, but without succr-sj the ff's constantly out-

maneuvered the planes. Only one pilot is reported to have shaken off a ff; he head

ed into a cloud, followed by the ff, then reversed direction quickly and flew out

of the cloud along the same course by which he had entered it; the ff failed to come

out after him.

In answer to a suggestion from the audience that the foo fighters might have

been St. Elmo's fire, which frequently accompanies ships, Mr. Victor said he doubted

this. Although planes do accumulate static electricity, St. Elmo's fire has not

been mentioned on aircraft so far as he knows. Furthermore, the ff's seemed to be

intelligently controlled. They would just "wink out" and disappear; and they did

not simply "accompany" the plane, going with it-they came at it and flew around it.

He cited one observation by the x^ingman of a 3-plane formation, who was watching the .
lead plane closely and continuously (this was always done in formation flying because

of the danger of collision), and who saw a ff approach the leading plane at 1000

mph and stop, instantaneously, within a few inches of its tail* '

In the European theatre th*e Germans thought the foo fighters were Allied de
vices, American or Russian, while we thought they were German. In Japan, (where
ff's were met at all altitudes but especially by the B-29's, which flew higher than

other planes), Japanese pilots thought they xjere our devices, and we thought they

were theirs. Air Intelligence, briefing fliers, used to tell them: "Now if you meet

any of these things, don't get rattled—the enemy's just trying to confuse you with

them, shake you up, get you nervous."

Mr. Victor expressed his personal opinion that the saucers are controlled and

powered by some sort of magnetic force (the cigar-shaped objects by a combination

of magnetic power and recoil power). The gravitational field of the earth is also

involved in some manner, All our recent aircraft engines of enormous thrust are

designed for just one purpose: to overcome gravity. If we could overcome it, or
oppose it, or make use of it in some way, the resultant flight would be quiet, effi

cient, and fast. In fact, even at present we can use magnetism to nullify gravity

to a slight extent: we can raise a frying-pan in the air in a magnetic field, and

heat it hot enough to fry eggs on it. If we could construct a more powerful field

of the same kind, who knows what we could do with it?
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The "visual only" sightings are easily explained. The radar pulse "bounces

off" the object it hits, and Its tracking ability depends on the pulse frequency aid
on the step.-* an£ speed of the object. Radar sometimes has trouble picking up jets,
which tr-ve±*Iapt4 are cylindrical, and offer little surface at any one spot for the
radar pulse tc strike. Asked about radar "errota." he said that clouds and storms -

especialJy electric storms - do indeed show on the screen, but they are fuzzy and
irregular mages, and "you can call them every time<" Individual birds are too small
to be picked up on rada^l so far as flocks of birds are concerned, he had never

picked up any Ii5n&elf - though he did once take seaweed for a submarine.

He also described two or three UPO sightings of his own. Driving across Vfjroraing
at night, he and ilrs. Victor watched a blinking light for about 30 miles, eliminat
ing one by ere the possibilities that it was a reflection of the car headlights, a
met-eor, a fireball, or a plane. Later the same night, another light seemed to be
blJni'ing on and off above the car- for several miles. In the summer of 1?5U, in
Yorkers, he vaucbsd jet planes for 15 minutes while they chased a whitish light. The
light, teened to be dimmer when it hovered, brighter when it moved. It would move
hori^on^liy, then vertically, making a sharp right-angle turn with no change of
soeed. The pursuing jets could not match this turn, but had to make a wide circular
sweep to change direction in following the light, llr. Victor said he doubted that
tms was a llghc en one of the new vertically-rising helicopter-planesj the "Pogo,"
althovgh 5t co.1 take off straight up because of it3 great thrust, cannot change di
rection abvupt?;' while in the air any more than a conventional plane. (In this con
nection, he pointed out that 'in foreign countries UFO's seem to come closer to the
ground than La the (J,S. *• perhaps because abroad they are less apt to be investi
gated by inquisitive jet planes.)

In answer to an audience question about the distance from which an airborne ob
ject can be seen, he said he thought a plane of 100-foot wingspread might be seen
50-60 miles away. There was disagreement on this point from another member of the
audience, who thought that a plane that size would be invisible 3 miles away. Mr.
Victor said it would depend on the light (in the East, where the air is hazier, 20
miieo night be the maximum), on the angular distance, on the experience of the ob
server, and on whether the observer himself was in the eir cr on the ground. As for
the audibility of aircraft, a jet c-uinot be heard very far horizontally; when above,

it is easily heard at 7 to 10,000 fee»tj beyond that, the vapor trail is seen but

no sound can be heard.

Mr. Victors comments on several other points are summarized briefly as follows.

Asked what the Air Force "really thinks" about UFO1 s, he said they must have some
views on the subject, after all the saucer sightings they have collected. If they
are hiding any infornation, this is because they are afraid people wi?l panic. But

they are woiking against themselves, because there is no reason for alarm. Any trou

ble with UFO's is our own fault; Mantell went too close to has "object." Perhaps
" they" in the saucers have as much trouble figuring out our intentions as we have
in trying to solve the riddles of "their" behavior. In discussing other cases that
seem to have involved danger from UFO's, he mentioned the truck hit by an object

(Ostrom case, July 30, 1°U7), the Maury Island story, the curious affair of the

wrecked plane for which Arnold was looking when he first saw "sauenrs," the South
American plane that vanished with the cryptic word "St«=ndaci", and the Salmon River
Bridge burning. He thought that the steel of toe bridge heated first and the wood
caught fire from that, for no wood fire would reach the 2000 degrees needed to melt
steel; however, we have no idea whether "they" did this for a purpose or by acci

dent.

Mr. Meyerson expressed the thanks of the organization to Mr. Victor for his
very interesting discussion, and the meeting was adjourned at 11 p«m.




